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The 86m sailing yacht AQUIJO is the largest high-performance 

ketch in the world and is luxuriously appointed.

 

The main deck aft is the social hub of the yacht and features 

a 24-seater dining table with a retractable skylight.







Her interiors, designed by Dölker & Voges, 

have fun touches, such as neon high-gloss 

lacquer headboards and contemporary 

wood with accents of chrome, giving a 

modern and fresh feel.





AQUIJO can accommodate up to 12 

guests in seven cabins, which can be 

adapted to suit your party.

 

The master suite comes with his and her 

bathrooms, a private elevator and its 

own terrace, while the remaining cabins 

can be made into VIPs or sectioned off 

into smaller cabins.











SPECIFICATIONS
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

Builder: Oceanco and Vitters collaboration

LOA: 86.00m  / 282’2”

Crew: 17

Built: 2016 

Accommodation: 12 guests

Cabin configuration: 4 Double, 1 Twin, 3 Convertible

Cruising Speed: 15 knots

TENDER

2 x 8m semi-rigid tenders

1 x 6m Military spec fully inflatable tender

for ice and beach landings

TOYS

1 x Yamaha Waverunner Jetski (3-person)

2 x One-man Hobie Quest 11 plastic kayaks

2 x inflatable 2-person kayaks

2 x Airhead inflatable towing donuts

1 x Sports Stuff inflatable half-pipe (2-person)

2 x Wakeboards – Hyperlite, Tribute

2 x JOBE Allegre waterskis

1 x JOBE Progress waterskis

2 x Fanatic inflatable SUP

1 x Fanatic rigid SUP

2 x RS Aero sailing dinghies

8 x Sets of dive gear

6 x Fishing rods for towing and casting with  

all related equipment

Assorted inflatable toys for floating behind the boat: 

Flamingo, swan, pizza slice, pineapple

FEATURES

Pedigree Dutch build by Oceanco and Vitters with  

Naval Architecture by Bill Tripp

Bold stylish interiors by Dölker & Voges

Spacious accommodation for 12 guests in a flexible  

7 cabin layout including a wheelchair accessible double

Dining for up to 24, both in the main salon and on the  

aft deck with retractable roof

BBQ set up on the main deck. Additional al fresco dining 

on the master suite private terrace

3 outdoor bars, including a main deck bar with seating for 

12, retractable TV, coloured lighting options and beer tap

Retractable roof over the main deck dining area  

+ Guest elevator from lower to bridge deck

Beach club with steam room, sauna and Jacuzzi.  

A further Jacuzzi with sunpads on the flybridge




